Multiresolution Classification of Turbulence Features Through Image Processing
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Abstract

During large-scale simulations, intermediate data products such as image databases have become popular due to their low relative storage cost and fast in-situ analysis. Serving as a form of data reduction, these image databases have become more acceptable to perform data analysis on. We present an image-space detection and classification system for extracting vortices at multiple scales. A custom image-space descriptor is used to encode a large variety of vortex-types and a machine learning system is trained for fast classification of vortex regions. By combining a radial-based histogram descriptor, a bag of visual words feature descriptor, and a support vector machine, our results show that we are able to detect and classify vortex features at various sizes at multiple scales. Once trained, our framework enables the fast extraction of vortices on new, unknown image datasets for flow analysis.
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1. Introduction

Today’s supercomputers allow scientists to simulate turbulent phenomena using extremely high-resolution grids, producing massive data sets that make it possible to gain new insights into complex turbulent behavior at multiple scales. Unfortunately, there exists a large disparity between compute flops (CPU) and I/O capabilities. This gap has made it unfeasible to save the massive amounts of data generated onto non-volatile space in a reasonable amount of time. These limitations make feature extraction and analysis difficult when performed after a simulation, especially when temporal resolution is low relative to the simulation. It is common to only produce simulation state outputs at regular but spread out intervals of a simulation and are often the only data points used for feature extraction. These outputs can be hundreds of gigabytes large, requiring large amounts of resources to process them after the simulation has completed. Recent advancements in analysis and visualization techniques have introduced cross-domain in-situ methods that run alongside large simulations, producing reduced-scale intermediate data products (images) that are more reasonable to manage for feature detection and extraction.

In the classical 3D turbulence picture, unsteady vortices of many sizes appear and interact with each other, generating smaller and smaller vortices, up to the scale where viscous effects dominate. The quantitative description of this process has been one of the central objectives of turbulence research, with many questions still open, for example related to anomalous scaling exponents and intermittency. In order to assist with understanding of vorticity dynamics, traditionally, vortex extraction in turbulent flows has been a well studied subject.
Some of the earliest definitions of vortices were given by Jeong et al. [1], where interactions between coherent structures play a role in the development of vortex dynamics. Subsequently, newer topology methods were used to define vortex behavior by Post et al. [2], primarily categorizing feature extraction methods to four types: direct flow, texture-based flow, geometric flow, and feature-based flow visualization. More recently, there have been methods developed and used to detect and extract vortex structures in 2D flow. The Okubo-Weiss method [3, 4] has been successfully used on native 2D hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics. The Q-criterion has been used in 3D flows but poses issues when used on 2D datasets. Vortices that are not aligned to a camera’s plane-of-view cannot be visually characterized as a vortex. While it is ideal to run many of these detection methods on the original, raw dataset, sizes of output data oftentimes require significant resources that match those where the simulation was executed. More complex methods become prohibitive due to their overhead requirements, and without a priori knowledge of feature locations may need to be processed at a global scale, i.e. computing derivative and tensor products from stored velocity fields.

One of the most popular intermediate data products produced today are Cinema databases [5]. Cinema databases most commonly store image-space representations of the data at many different camera perspectives, allowing for instantaneous access to many views of a specific dataset while a simulation is running for post-analysis. For exploratory research, it is sometimes difficult to know prior to the simulation what specific features to look for especially when running many variations of parameters. Furthermore, for massive datasets it is difficult and expensive to save many full-size datasets at fine temporal resolutions. The Cinema framework allows for fine temporal, image outputs of large-scale simulations at a significantly reduced cost. The advent of well-defined image-space features makes Cinema an ideal choice but detection methods must be developed. Recent work by Banesh et. al. [6] has been able to successfully use an edge-based contour eddy tracking method on temporal, 2D image data of turbulent ocean currents. Additional tracking and evaluation of these results was done by Gospodnetic et al. [7].

Vortices are typically described by their mathematical behavior, but also contain well defined visual footprints making them an ideal feature to detect and extract in image-space environments. Performing meaningful large-scale extraction of visual features in diverse fields has traditionally been tackled by the use of machine learning algorithms. Without the need of discreet definitions of features, machine learning algorithms take multiple sets of inputs with weighted descriptors to then separate into several types, or classifications. Work in turbulence area area is not substantial, but there are several sample works related to turbulence-like datasets. Kwon et al [8] used a learning algorithm to evaluate and select the best image-space representations for large scientific data and was able to show significant improvements compared to manual selections. For the extraction and classification of vortex features in image space, the use of machine learning could significantly improve the efficiency of the extraction. For example, features that would be unclassified by traditional methods could be learned and correctly identified using machine learning techniques.

In this paper, we develop a classification system that can automatically identify, describe, and extract features primary to turbulence datasets in image-space. The focus is on the extraction of vortices, due to their importance for turbulence research. Vortices are also some of the most visually distinct features available. Once trained, our classification system strictly works on image datasets without the use of the original data scalar components. Our contributions are the following:

- an image-space descriptor that operates in linear space for the detection and extraction of vortex-like features;
- a complete training and classification system that enables the low-cost evaluation of image-space datasets.

Data primarily acquired from the public Johns Hopkins Turbulence Database [9] is used throughout the extent of this paper. The dataset corresponds to a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of homogeneous buoyancy driven turbulence (HBDT) [10] on a 1024² periodic grid. This simulation solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations for two miscible fluids with different densities, in a triply periodic domain [11, 12, 13, 14]. Both fluids are initialized as random blobs using a characteristic size of about 1/5 of the domain, consistent with the homogeneity assumption. Starting at rest, constant gravitational acceleration causes
the fluids to move in opposite directions due to differential buoyancy forces. As turbulence fluctuations are generated and the turbulent kinetic energy increases, features of interest begin to emerge. Nevertheless, stirring by turbulence increases the rate of molecular mixing. After some time, molecular mixing becomes large enough that the buoyancy forces are overcome by dissipation and turbulence starts to decay. Due to the assistance of the buoyancy forces, the turbulence decay is different than classical decay. Visually, one interesting phenomenon is the classification of number and size of vortices that form along a multi-fluid boundary.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes concepts related to the proposed method, which is presented in Section 3. Experimental results are described and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions and directions for future exploration of the topic.

2. Background

In this section, we present some concepts related to the proposed method.

2.1. Okubo-Weiss Criterion

The Okubo-Weiss criterion for identifying vortexes is $W < 0$, where $W$ is defined as:

$$W = (s_n)^2 + (s_s)^2 - \omega^2$$

(1)

$$s_n = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \quad s_s = \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$$

(2)

$$\omega = \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}$$

(3)

Here, $s_n$ is the normal component of strain, $s_s$ the shear component of strain, and $\omega$ is the vorticity.

2.2. Radial Gradient Transform

The Radial Gradient Transform (RGT) is used in [15] and [16] to improve rotation invariance of descriptors. Let $p$ be a point and $g$ a gradient in a given feature image with center $c$. The RGT uses two orthogonal basis vectors to provide a local reference for the gradient $g$. The basis vectors are given by

$$r = \frac{p - c}{|p - c|}$$

(4)

and

$$t = R_{\pi/2}r$$

(5)

such that $R_{\pi/2}$ is the rotation matrix for an angle of 90 degrees. Then, the radial gradient $g'$ is computed as

$$g' = \begin{bmatrix} r^T \\ t^T \end{bmatrix} g.$$  

(6)

3. Method

Figure 1 presents a brief summary of our pipeline. Section 3.1 describes how image features were selected by means of the Okubo-Weiss measure in order to compose a dataset for training. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe, respectively, the computation of measures to describe the features by means of Radial Histogram of Gradients and the derived Bag of Visual Words. The training dataset is then used to compute a classifier that assigns a given input feature as a positive or a negative vortex detection, as described in Section 3.4.
Figure 1: The feature analysis pipeline is composed by a training (offline) step and a classification step. The training comprises the creation of a dataset of features which are used to obtain a dictionary of words for describing the features and creating a SVM classifier. The SVM is then used to positively or negatively classify any feature as a vortex.

3.1. Okubo-Weiss Feature Selection

One of the most critical components in our pipeline is to select image-space features that will be relevant to domain-specific applications. In this work, we’ve focused on the extraction of vortex-like features by using a 2-D representation of them. Through the use of the Okubo-Weiss criterion, regions in velocity magnitude image space are extracted and used to train our respective system.

Most image-space representations used to evaluate scientific data typically employ a rainbow, diverging, or converging colormap. These may introduce biases that may obscure features of interest or introduce artifacts that are not related to known physical features [17]. To remove any feature biases from our training, we select a linear colormap commonly known as a grayscale colorset.

Figure 2 shows various representations of a vortex-like feature under evaluation by our system for training. When Okubo-Weiss criterion is computed on an original dataset where the velocity fields are available, a negative threshold denotes a high likelihood of a vortex existing at that location. By using a fixed negative threshold, we are able to generate a mask along an entire dataset and use a connected components routine to extract neighboring pixels as full objects, similar to that explained in Figure 6. An affine bounding-box region is created around each individual object and a velocity magnitude representation is stored for processing further down the pipeline. The extracted Okubo-Weiss objects are presented to the domain researcher for selection.
Figure 2: Various representations of a feature. From left to right: Velocity magnitude, Okubo Weiss, and thresholded Okubo Weiss. The left image is used by our descriptor, and the center and right images are used to decide an initial classification for training.

3.2. Radial Histogram Descriptor

The primary descriptor of a feature is based on capturing local variations of the gradients in a similar process to that of the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor [18]. However, HOG descriptors are very sensitive to the orientation of the input feature. Therefore we use an adapted gradient descriptor, as summarized in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Given a feature, gradient-based descriptors are extracted as words that afterwards will describe the feature as a bag of words. Initially the RGT is used and the feature is resized to 64 × 64 pixels. A subsampling process is then performed to obtain windows with different sizes spread all over the feature. Each of such windows is split into annular cells in which gradient descriptor are computed to describe the window. The set of such descriptors for all the windows form the words of the feature.

Initially, the gradients of the feature image are computed and the Radial Gradient Transform (RGT) is used to improve rotation invariance. After computing the RGT, the gradient image is resized to an image of 64 × 64 pixels. By resizing the gradient image, related points in the original image and in the resized image present the same gradient. The gradient field may be deformed if the feature image is resized and then the gradients are computed over the resized image.
A dense set of windows is then uniformly sampled over the gradient image using vertical and horizontal shifts. The shifts can be smaller than the window size in order to produce overlaid windows. The set of windows is also computed using different sizes to produce a multiscale representation of the feature. In our experiments, we used 8 different window sizes starting from 64 with a downsampling factor of 0.9, namely, the windows have sizes 64, 58, 52, 47, 42, 38, 34, and 31.

Each window is subdivided using annular cells, as in Figure 3, and the histogram of radial gradients is then formed by accumulating the magnitude of the gradients within $k$ bins related to the discretized gradients in $k$ directions. The descriptor of an window is formed by concatenating the directional histograms for each annular cell. In our experiments, we have subdivided the windows using two annular cells.

3.3. Bag of Words Descriptor

The final feature descriptor is a Bag of Visual Words (BVW) [19] with a vocabulary created using the descriptors based on radial gradients. We initially compute the radial descriptors for vortex and non-vortex features, producing a set of points in the space of radial gradient descriptors. A dictionary of $n$ words is then computed using the $k$-means clustering, such that words are the centroids of the clusters. The process is depicted in Figure 4.

![Radial descriptor](image)

![k-means clustering](image)

Figure 4: Computation of the dictionary. The gradient descriptors for many features are computed and clustered using a $k$-means in high-dimensional space. As an example, the centroids of the $k$-means clustering (square, circle, triangle, diamond) are assigned as the dictionary which will be used for the bag of words.

The BVW descriptor of a feature is an $n$-dimensional vector that counts the occurrence of each word in the feature (Figure 5). Given a feature, the radial descriptors are computed to produce a set of points in the space of radial gradient descriptors. Each of the points is assigned to the closest word, incrementing the corresponding bin in the final descriptor.
3.4. Classification

We train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based on the BOW features using a dataset comprised by images extracted from the Johns Hopkins Turbulence Database [9]. The set of images for training are obtained using the process defined in Section 3.1.

Once training is finished, new unknown images are considered to classify features. Given an image patch input, the SVM produces a positive or negative response that relates to the distance to the fitted hyper-plane used to differentiate between various words. The fitted hyper-plane used is not the default linear separable function, but rather an 3rd degree polynomial is used. The sined orthogonal distance from the oriented hyper-plane is the output response value and is normalized between -1 and 1. These distances represent the separation between the visual words "vortex" and "non-vortex".

When investigating a new image, the brute-force, non-efficient method is to consider every single pixel of the new image at the dataset’s native resolution. This becomes computationally expensive when considering potentially thousands of individual images, adding up to many billions of pixels. To significantly improve compute performance, first we must select regions from these new images that we want to consider. The selection is performed by a low-cost ellipse region extraction pipeline, as shown in Figure 6.

To extract the ellipse regions, we first compute the gradients of an image in the x and y directions. An efficient way of computing this at multiple resolutions is through the use of wavelets and using their horizontal and vertical detail coefficients. By using coefficients at different scales of the wavelet decomposition it is possible to control the identification from finer to coarser features.

From the gradients of the wavelet transform in a given scale, we perform an edge detection [20]. The curvature at each point $p$ of the edges is then computed as $\kappa(p) = 1/R(a)$, such that $R(a)$ is the radius of the osculating circle at $p$. We then threshold the edge points $p$ using this $\kappa(p)$ value to remove straight edges and maintain curved edges that may be formed by vortices.

Contours given by the connected components of the resulting edges are then extracted and used to fit ellipses [21] which represent regions where vortexes may potentially exist. Once these ellipses are computed,
Figure 6: To greatly reduce the problem-set of analyzing new images, low-cost methods are used to extract regions of potential feature activity. A region is extracted by computing an X and Y axis wavelet transform at multiple scales. For each scale, edge detection is applied then used to extract contours. Ellipses are fitted along sets of connected components then a rectangle is extracted. The rectangle region is then ran through our classifier and generates a response.

we extract an affine bounding-box region around the ellipse which is considered for classification. A further filtering step may be applied to avoid extremely elongated ellipses which still may occur due to noisy curvature values. The thresholding of ellipses is computed using the eccentricity (ratio of the minor and major axis lengths). The smaller the ratio the more elongated is the ellipse. Due to the wavelet structure used to generate the gradients in the previous step, contours can be generated at multiple resolutions using wavelet’s native hierarchy, allowing the extraction to be performed at multiple scales.

The relatively low computation cost of these routines reduces the computational cost further rather than attempting to perform a classification query for the entire resolution of the image, at every pixel.

4. Experiments and Results

In the following we present experiments and results achieved by our method. The experiments were performed using turbulence data from the Johns Hopkins Turbulence Database [9], which consists of the velocity components at 1015 time instances in a volume of 1024 × 1024 × 1024 voxels. The time instances are separated by a constant time step of 0.04 and cover the initial state, growth, and long time decay of turbulence. For training, we used 2D slices from 11 time instances (one slice per time instance), starting from time $t=6$ and up to time $t=12$, spanning frames numbers 150 to 300. Since the peak of turbulence kinetic energy occurs at $t \approx 11.4$, the training set covers the strong growth regime, as well as the beginning of turbulence decay. The 2D slices contain the direction of gravity and a homogeneous (horizontal) direction, and correspond to a 1/4 of the domain depth in the third (horizontal) direction.

Magnitude images were computed from the velocity components and patches were manually selected to build a dataset for training and testing the SVM classifier. The SVM implementation of OpenCV [22][23] was used with a polynomial kernel of degree 3, gamma value of 1 and coefficient 0. The termination criterion was set to 100 iterations. The dataset contains 447 features: 229 of these features were labeled to the vortex class and 218 features were labeled to the non-vortex class. The vortex patches were chosen so that the vortex center is fully contained inside the patch and nearly located at the center of the patch. Patches of regions without a clear vortex behavior, or even patches depicting a subregion of a vortex such that its
center was occluded, were considered as non-vortex regions. Figure 7 shows some examples of patches in the dataset.

Figure 7: Examples of patches in the dataset. The first row contains examples of class vortex and the second row contains examples of the class non-vortex. These visually distinct features are necessary to enable the creation of a large range of words during training.

The radial histogram (Section 3.2) was computed using two annular blocks and nine directions. The multiscale representation used 8 different window sizes starting from 64 with a downsampling factor of 0.9, namely, the windows have sizes of 64, 58, 52, 47, 42, 38, 34 and 31. The shift step used for the multiscale representations was of 8 pixels and the dictionary was computed using 128 words (Section 3.3).

Dictionary creation, training and classification steps were performed on a system with an Intel Core i7 6700k running at 4.00 GHz and conducted as a single-threaded operation on a CPU implementation. To measure pre-processing performance, when ingesting 1833 images, dictionary creation took approximately 104 seconds and training 64 seconds per iteration. This dictionary creation and training step results in rates of 17.6 patches-per-second for the dictionary and 28.6 patches-per-second for training. When conducting classification of a new dataset, a patch size of about 100 × 100 pixels took about 0.05 seconds using an already trained system.

The classification experiments are reported using precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F), defined respectively by Equations 7 to 9. The measures are defined according to the number of true positives TP (a vortex feature that was classified as a vortex), false positives FP (a non-vortex feature classified as a vortex), true negative TN (a non-vortex feature classified as a non-vortex) and false negatives FN (a vortex feature classified as a non-vortex).

\[
P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}, \quad (7)\]

\[
R = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}, \quad (8)\]

\[
F = 2 \frac{P \cdot R}{P + R} \quad (9)\]

The dataset of 447 images was partitioned into training and testing subsets in order to evaluate the proposed method. The training set size varies from rates of 0.1 to 0.9, that is, from 10% to 90% of the images used in the training step. The subset of testing images if formed by 10% of the images. The images for the training and testing subsets were randomly chosen so that no image is common to both subsets. Training and testing steps were performed 100 times for each training rate and the average value for each
evaluating measure was computed. The graph in Figure 8 summarizes the average results for each measure given the different sizes for the training set.

![Graph summarizing average results for each measure](image)

Figure 8: Classification results for different sizes of the training sets. Precision, Recall and F-measure are computed as the training rate changes. The balance between false positives and false negatives was achieved when 70% of the dataset was used for training.

It can be noticed from precision and recall curves that the classifier performs poorly between rates 0.1 and 0.2. In fact, we noticed that the classifiers obtained at such low rates would classify all test samples either as a vortex or a non-vortex. From the precision curve it can be noticed the number of false positives decreases as the rate of training images approaches 0.7 and then it becomes stable. The number of false negatives can be analyzed from the recall curve, which slightly decays as the precision improves. The F-measure averages both curves and from this measure it is possible to note that the classifier becomes stable at a rate of 0.7.

The confusion matrices for the best classifier and for the average classifier are summarized in Table 1. The lines correspond to the real classes and the columns to the predicted classes. The best classifier achieved a precision of 0.85 and a recall was of 1.0, since not a single vortex sample of the testing subset was misclassified. The f-measure was of 0.92. The average precision, recall and f-measure values are, respectively, 0.78, 0.96 and 0.86.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>54.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 to 11 show a large spectrum of classified samples along with the confidence of the classification. The confidence of the classification is based on the distance of a sample to the classification boundary returned by SVM. The values were normalized using the maximum and minimum distances so that a value of 1.0 represents high confidence and a value of 0.0 represents low confidence. Figure 9 depicts samples that were correctly classified as vortices. The scale under the samples shows a confidence distribution from higher confidence (dark green) towards lower confidence samples (light green). Figure 10 shows examples of samples that were misclassified as vortices. The confidence values show that these samples are very close to the classification boundary. We have also noticed that many misclassified samples are very low resolution.
Figure 9: Examples of vortices classified using the proposed method and the confidence obtained for each classification. Since the dataset was built with the center of the vortex usually at the center of the image, images with such an aspect are classified with higher confidence.

samples. That problem may happen because there is not enough data to compute a discriminative descriptor. Figure 11 depicts samples that were correctly classified as non-vortices. The scale under the samples shows a confidence distribution from lower confidence (light red) towards higher confidence samples (dark red).

In many observational or experimental studies, full data information is not available. Taking vortex identification as a generic example, we show that our method can be useful for flow analysis in the absence of full data, provided that a complementary dataset can be used for training. Thus, through training and classification, the high-level identification of regions of interests is made possible on image datasets rather than the original data. In addition, for very large datasets, the use of image analysis and classification can accelerate the data exploration process. In the next section, we explore the use of the method for datasets outside the domain of calibration.

Figure 10: Misclassified samples and the confidence value. The misclassified samples were usually features with very low resolution or with a high level of curvature, which happens often when the feature is close to a vortex but the vortex center is not inside the feature image.

Figure 11: Examples of non-vortices classified using the proposed method and the confidence of the classification. The images show regions with high curvature but that do not contain a vortex center. Usually these are regions at the boundary of the mixing fluids.
4.1. Detection Against Unknown Datasets

The detection performance of our trained system was tested among three other datasets with various levels of mixed quantities. These three datasets correspond to the same data series, but are from numerical times $t=8$, 10, and 12, corresponding to frames 200, 250, and 300. Frames numbered 250 and 300 were also used for training, but now we select a different depth (1/2 versus 1/4 of the domain) to extract the 2D slice. These time frames are before and after kinetic energy peak ($t \approx 11.4$) and cover the interval when turbulence is most active. However, the amount of molecular mixing progressively increase with time, so that the images are not equivalent among the three time instances.

Figure 12 at $t=8$ presents a scenario where features are clearly defined and not yet in a very ‘mixed’ state. As shown, the clearly defined features allow for the automatic extraction using the ellipse detector to work well, and produce correct classifications.

![Figure 12: An unknown dataset (a) with well-defined features represented as velocity magnitude. Our ellipse extracted regions (b) and ML Classification response (c) shows that our method is able to identify vortex-like regions at various resolutions.](image)

Figure 13 at $t=10$ examines a time close to the turbulent kinetic energy peak, increasing the complexity of vortex features. The automatic ellipse detector begins to extract many more regions of interest but
those with a diverging eccentricity ratio are removed by a threshold before being processed by the classifier.

Finally, the regions that are classified are done so correctly despite overlapping regions.

Figure 14 at $t=12$, during the initial stages of the turbulence decay stage samples a more mixed state
with small and complex vortices dominating the visual space. Many ellipses are automatically extracted but
are further reduced by eccentricity thresholds, removing mainly the smallest, most elongated regions. The
result of this trimming produces a subset of regions that are likely to contain vortex activity, and are then
able to be classified correctly. This set of results also shows the ability to detect various sizes of vortices
correctly within a single dataset.

4.2. Characterizing Detected Objects

To characterize the detection of vortices, we measure their properties and plot the distribution of their
regions. The detected regions are defined by rectangles (enclosing the detected ellipses) with angle, width
(minor axis) and height (major axis) properties associated to them.

The diagonal of a rectangle is given by

$$c = \sqrt{a^2 + b^2}$$

such that $a$ is the region width and $b$ is the region height. We define the normalized quantity as the
characteristic length scale (CLS)

$$CLS = \left(\frac{c - c_{\text{min}}}{c_{\text{max}} - c_{\text{min}}}\right) 2\pi$$

such that $c_{\text{min}}$ and $c_{\text{max}}$ correspond to the minimum and maximum normalized values among all classifica-
tions of a time series.

The distributions of the CLS at four simulation timesteps $t=5.44, 7.68, 9.84, \text{ and } 12$, corresponding to
frames 136, 192, 246, and 300, covering the early and late growth as well as the beginning of turbulence
decay, are shown in Figure 15. As the heavy and light fluid regions start moving due to differential buoyancy
forces, the total number of vortices detected in the data increases. Initially, vortices are detected across all
scales as shown by the distribution of CLS from 0 to $2\pi$. At very early times, vortices are produced mainly by
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability acting at the interface between the initially segregated pure fluids. These
vortices are the size of the pure fluid regions. Due to vortex stretching and interaction with the nearby flow,
the vortices then start breaking up. As the turbulence cascade is established, the characteristic vortex size
decreases.
5. Conclusions

As current and future supercomputers produce insurmountable amounts of data year-over-year, it has become necessary to use approaches for data reduction to alleviate bandwidth limitations and facilitate the study of new simulations. The generation of Cinema image databases has been a recent popular approach capable of generating high temporal fidelity snapshots of simulations that otherwise would be skipped by conventional restart state writes. Performing data analysis on these massive restart files is prohibitive due to required resources, making the analysis of high-fidelity image database data a prominent approach.

We presented a method for classification of features in flow dataset that uses a 2D approach to discriminate between vortex and non-vortex features. In the method we propose the use of radial gradients to produce a Bag of Words descriptor for the features, which are classified using a Support Vector Machine. The image features are detected using an ellipse detection method. In such a manner our contributions include an image-space method for the detection and classification of vortex-like features and a complete training and classification system that enables the low-cost evaluation of image-space datasets. Our experiments show that the method is able to positively classify vortex features with minor losses while keeping a low rate of
positively misclassified features.
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